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Making a start Making a start Making a start Making a start Making a start Making a start Making a start Making a start ………………………………………………………………........

Sam suggested they went back to school 
with the notes they’d made at the library.

He was going to write Dusty’s report for him.
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Sam was ready to plan their writing. He made a 
spider diagram because he said it might help him. 
Then, he wrote a title in the middle and he started 
to think about the kind of things Dusty’s friends 
might want to know.

?

?

Coping With The Cold?

?
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This is what Sam’s spider diagram looked like 
when he’d finished. Dusty watched carefully …………

Coping With The Cold

Using Feathers

Finding Food

Moving On
(migration)

Changing Colour
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Sam put his ideas in order. 
Dusty kept on watching….

Using Feathers

Finding Food

Changing Colour

Moving On - Migration
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Using Feathers

Finding Food

Changing Colour

Migration

They are called 
sub-headings!

Sam used his ideas to make 
headingsheadingsheadingsheadings. They were like mini 
titles for the different parts of 
his writing.

Coping with the Cold

Migration: moving from one 
place or country to another and 
back again, especially according 
to the season of the year.
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Now he was ready to start organising his page of 
writing. Dusty watched quietly while Sam wrote his 
title……

Sam knew that he 
needed to think of some 
factsfactsfactsfacts about how birds how birds how birds how birds 
cope in wintercope in wintercope in wintercope in winter. 

Facts were important …….
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Facts about how 
birds use their 

feathers to keep 
warm..
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how they find 
food..

Facts about 
how some birds 
use colour as 
camouflage in 

snowy weather.Facts about 
where they 
go to in 
winter.

Coping with the Cold
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Think about some facts
for each of your 

sub-headings.
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What factsfactsfactsfacts do 
I know? 

What could 
I write in this 

section?
Using Feathers

Sam thought hard. Then 
he started to write down 
some factsfactsfactsfacts to match each 
of his subsubsubsub-headingsheadingsheadingsheadings.

Coping with the Cold

He used the notes heHe used the notes heHe used the notes heHe used the notes he’’’’d made at the library d made at the library d made at the library d made at the library ……………………………………………………
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Dusty was impressed. Now he knew what to tell 
his friends. He kept on watching while Sam made 
a start on his report.

thrush

British Birds

blackbird

meadow pipit

mistle thrush
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Sam knew what he needed 
because his teacher had 
told him …..

You need an 
introduction.You need a title 

that says what 
your report is 

about.

You need to use 
paragraphs to 
separate your 

information and 
each paragraph must 
have a subheading.

You need to think 
of what kind of 
information you 
want my friends 

to read.

Each sentence must 
give your friends 

information and facts 
and all the facts need 

to be correct.
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Now put it all together.
Remember to start with a 
title and an introduction.

Making a startMaking a start

Coping with the Cold

Just like us, birds adapt to 
cold temperatures. What 
do they do to get through 
the cold winter months?
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Using Feathers

Sam started to write while Dusty watched.

Feathers are clever. They overlap each other and 
trap a layer of air above the bird’s skin. The layer 
of air provides insulation to keep the bird warm. 
Birds also have fluffy down feathers that grow 
under their body feathers and help to stop the 
warm, trapped air escaping. When the weather is 
cold birds fluff out their feathers to trap an even 
thicker layer of air. Water birds such as ducks 
and swans still have to swim on winter days so it’s 
important for them to stay warm.
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Finding Food

He wrote his next sub-heading and his next 
paragraph.

Birds have to survive in winter by finding food so, when
food is scarce, they will often enter gardens and 
farmyards in the hope that the shelter and warmth
escaping from buildings will have kept the soil a little 
softer and make finding food easier. Robins often 
become much bolder in winter and can be found inside 
open barns and cowsheds, not to keep warm but to 
search for insects, small seeds and other treats lying 
around the buildings. Winter is the time when many birds 
rely on people leaving food for them on bird tables. 
Starvation, not the cold, is often the cause of many 
birds dying during winter time.
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Changing Colour

The white colour of swans is an excellent camouflage in
snowy weather. Other birds that frequently experience 
these wintry conditions may also be white.  One bird, the 
ptarmigan, lives on the tops of high mountains such as 
the Cairngorms in Scotland.  Its feathers moult and 
change colour according to the season. In winter they 
are pure white and in summer they are brown mottled 
with black to match their surroundings. In spring and 
autumn when the snow and ice is patchy the ptarmigan 
has blotchy white feathers with patches of grey.

Then he wrote his next sub-heading and his next 
paragraph.

Ptarmigan in autumn
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Migration

Some birds migrate to avoid the worst of the winter. 
The swallow and the cuckoo travel to Africa for the 
winter months. The swallow migrates 6,000 miles to 
South Africa and the cuckoo travels just a little less far 
to Central Southern Africa. The Arctic tern nests on 
rocky beaches and islands in the northern part of the 
British Isles, but in autumn it travel south to Antarctica.
Some birds such as meadow pipits stay in Britain but 
leave their summer homes in the mountains and 
moorlands to spend the winter in the lowlands and 
coastal marshes where the weather is less harsh.

He wrote his last sub-heading and his last 
paragraph.

Arctic tern
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By the time Sam 
had finished, this 
is what his report 
looked like.

What do you 
think?
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